
Dollar Volume of Jacksonville and Duval County ance agents, CPA's, and other professional people, and to service
Retail and Wholesale Trade firms of all types. All such facilities are available throughout the

(In thousands of dollars) consumer trade territory that Jacksonville serves. Except in un-

1948 usual cases, if it is too difficult to reach and consult a professional
or service firm in Jacksonville, people will satisfy these needs more

Retail Wholesale easily closer to home. It is consequently of utmost importance to the
Other entire community that good access, traffic flow, and parking be pro-

Merchant Operating vided for the Jacksonville CBD.
Type

Jacksonville $247,762 $259,051 $357,932 Through vs. Shopping Traffic
Duval County 272,034 265,437 358,790 Vehicular traffic can be classified in numerous groupings for pur-

poses of analysis. In a central business area, for economic study,
1954 traffic can be considered as subdivided into two major categories:

Retail Wholesale (1) Traffic with an origin and/or destination downtown, called
Other Shopping Traffic*, and (2) Traffic passing through the downtown

Merchant Operating area with both origin and destination outside of the central business
Type district, called Through Traffic.

Jacksonville $362,946 $313,437 $476,961Duval County 426,946 $313,437 $476,961 The Shopping Traffic is beneficial to the economic growth of a cen-Duval County 426,910 334,276 487,962 tral business area, while the Through Traffic is an absolute liability.

1958 Through Traffic contributes nothing to the area and, in addition,
Retail Wholesale occupies street space that could be used by additional Shopping

Other Traffic. In Jacksonville, during the year 1959, the Florida State

Merchant Operating Road Department has determined that Through and Shopping
Merchant Operating Traffic are about evenly divided.

Type

Jacksonville $424,996 $479,218 $730,447 Normal traffic growth trends, resulting from increases in popula-
Duval County 522,591 515,511 841,153 tion, income and car ownership, apply to both the Shopping and

Continued growth and prosperity for Jacksonville as an important Through Traffic. However, the Through Traffic tends to force theContinued growth and prosperity for Jacksonville as an important Shopping Traffic off of the downtown streets as street capacities
trade center is today more dependent upon quick and easy access Sh o p p in g T r a ffi c o ff o f t h e do w n t ow n st r eet s a street capacities

by highways than upon any other transportation facilities. While are reached, because it seldom has any other reasonable route to

wholesaling has, to a considerable degree, moved from the old CBD f ollow except through downtown, w h e r e as the Shopping Traffic can

to outlying areas, Jacksonville's drawing power as a retail shopping a t l e a st p a r t a l l y s a t s f y t s n e e d s o u t s d e o f t h e c e n t r a l b u s e s s

center is inescapably linked with access to the downtown district. src

If people, either in suburban Jacksonville or from surrounding There is clear, but indirect, evidence to support the statement that
cities and countryside, find it too difficult to get to downtown Jack- there is a very large potential of downtown shopper trips that do
sonville, or to park once they are there, they will transfer their not occur now because of the existing relative inconvenience of
business to other locales. This is a marketing axiom which has shopping in this area. Key factors in CBD attractiveness are shop-
proved true over many years in many situations. ping selectivity, parking availability, smooth traffic flow, and acces-

A further important factor which is often overlooked is that theSf i f w *In this context, Shopping Traffic includes that which is "shopping" for services
same influences apply equally to doctors, lawyers, realtors, insur- and making trips to the CBD for other reasons.
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